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Event Planning and Design
Classic With a Twist

Bartus Taylor, owner of Buzz
Event Planning & Design

If you’ve attended any of Northwest Arkansas’ major events lately, such as Restore Humanity’s Winetopia, or the Jones Center’s Big
Night Gala, you may have noticed some fresh new designs, unique landscapes and exceptional execution. With a new event planner in
town, many of the area’s “must attend” affairs have displayed a captivating new flair.

B

artus Taylor, owner of Buzz Event
Planning and Design, launched his
company in Fayetteville in March 2011 as
the event planner for Northwest Arkansas
Fashion Week. Since his debut, Taylor has
engineered approximately 15 events in the
Northwest Arkansas area. His work has
appeared everywhere from galas, to grand
weddings, to small and intimate house parties.
Having spent his childhood and early
adolescence in Africa, his teenage years in
Europe and his young adult life in New York
City, Taylor is able to draw from an abundance
of inspirational experiences in his work. “All

of my moving around had to do with growth.
I was trying to see life through different eyes,”
said Taylor. “I was inspired by each unique
culture. Each city was a new stage of life that
helped me get to where I am today.”
Taylor began his work in design in 2000
at Bite Catering in New York City before
advancing to a position with the prestigious
design firm Van Wyck & Van Wyck. “My
former boss inspired me to become a
designer,” said Taylor about Bronson Van
Wyck, the company’s president. “He is so
talented and creative. I was inspired to be
more like him.”
Ready for a change of pace and scenery,
Taylor made his move to Fayetteville in 2011.
“I made a vow to myself that by age 30 I had
to get to where I wanted to be in life. I wanted
more out of life, and I was only existing in
New York,” said Taylor.
After meeting Arkansas designer Chris
Goddard of Goddard Design Group in New
York City, Taylor learned about the potential
that an area such as Fayetteville held for
those in the event-planning industry. With
the construction of Crystal Bridges underway
at the time, Taylor decided that Northwest
Arkansas held a lot of promise, and he moved
to the area shortly after to start his company.
Taylor describes his design style as classic
with a twist. “Trendy things date too quickly.
I always stick with classic looks,” said Taylor
about his design approach. Choosing Paris
as his inspirational mainstay, Taylor finds
his flair for design through style, fashion
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and architecture. “I don’t necessarily think
of myself as unique. I am constantly inspired
by different aesthetics and by other people’s
work. I take what I like about different
mediums and make them my own.”
Attention to detail is at the core of what
Buzz Event Planning and Design is all
about. From fabric patterns, to flower colors,
lighting, music and food, the company’s goal
is to exceed its clients’ highest expectations.
Taylor strives to create an extraordinary
atmosphere for his clients based on their
original vision. “I like to get to know my
clients and figure out exactly what their style
is like. They want things to be beautiful, so
that’s where I come in,” said Taylor.
While humanitarian galas are his favorite
to plan, Taylor says he finds joy in each event
he works on, regardless of size. “You have
to love what you do. If you don’t, you are in
it for the wrong reasons,” said Taylor. “You
have to be willing to go the extra mile for
your client.”
To avoid repetition and to create original
looks for each event, Taylor frequents out-ofstate rental companies and always includes
a custom item at each affair he plans.
Whether it is a customized table runner, a
monogrammed cake topper or an elaborate
bouquet of flowers, Taylor always finds a
unique way to leave his mark.
Buzz Event Planning and Design is
geared up for a busy 2014, full of fresh looks
and unique new designs. “I’ve come a long
way, and I feel very blessed by what it is
that I do every day,” said Taylor. “I try not to
take anything for granted, and always look
forward to the work that I get to do.” ■
For more information, visit
www.facebook.com/BuzzEventPlanning.
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